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Abstract: Density fluctuation in ● reversed-field pinch have been studied——

uaiing mltichord C02-lacer Interferometry. Both non-pnriodic ●nd quami-

per~odic occillationa have been obmerved. The latter are m - 0 and ❑ - 1 ●nd

reuwin toroidally localized until the final stage Gf the discharge, when the

❑ - 0 oscillation becomes toroidally coherent (with n - 1).

1. Introduction

This paper reports obuervatlons of plasma density fluctuations in the

ZT-4CR41 reversed-field pinch (RFP). An arrayz of eight interferometer chords

lit one toroidal location ($) measures the fluctuatlona- poloidal symmatry

(that io, m), o{, in the case of trannient disturbances, the poloidal

propagation charactariotfcs. A supplementary interfarometar chord, ●mparated

toroldally from the otharn by RA$ - 1.8 m, m~acures the toroidal propagation

characteristic.

The obnerved denoity fluctuatlone ❑ay ba dlvldad Into two broad claoaas.

First, thara ● ra tha mora numerouo non-periodic disturbances, consisting of

impuloive perturbation which grow, saturatm, ●nd dacay, and which do not

recur in ●ny obvious manner. Second, thara ●re less numeroue, quaof-periodic

otcillationa, of ●ither m - 0 or ● = 1 poloidal ●ymmatry, occurring in

●uctained buruto lasting up to - 100 periods. The ❑ - 0 period to is

typically in tha range 20 < To < 200 I.IS, while tha ❑ - 1 o~cillations a ra

faster (5 < T1 < 30 us).

me impulsive, no-periodic d-sity disturbances ● ra ●mect@d to launch

familiar normal modae of a =agn.ti=@d plasma, which by carryinrn ●nergy ●waY

from tha emrce diaturbenca could ●now it to spread ●nd to dacayo

Preliminary obamrvationa in ths ●dge rqion of the ZT-4@l diocharaa lndicata

that loracoustlc waves play this role,3 ●nd that ●uch obmmrvatlon of low

●coumtic propagation mltht be dfagnootically ueoful by providing ●

datareination of tha sound ●paod. [The fast wave could in principle ●l~o o
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communicate impulsive plasma density diaturbancee, but the preeent apparatut32

on ZT-4~ is too slow to reeolve time-delays associated with the Alfv& speed

The obnerved quasi-periodic oacillatione are poorly understood. If they

were simply RFP vereiona of familiar relaxation (sawtooth) et rotaling

magnetic island (Mirnov) oscillntlon~ observed on tokamakq, then toroidal

coherence (that is, a well-defined toroidal ❑ode number, n) would be expected.

Cross-correlations between the eight-chord array and the supplementary chord

rev-al that, with ● few exception-, the quasf-periodic oacillaticns on ZT-40M

are toroidally isolated and do not cohere over an arc of RA$ = 1.8 m.

2. Apparatus

Both the eight-chordZ and single-chord interferometers are

de-ign” w~th quadrature phame detections and are illuminated by

laoers (A = 10.6 m). The instrumental resolution (quantization

digital conversion) ia Z 4 x 10-4 fringes , while the noise in

● heterodyne

waveguide C02

in ●nalog-to-

the bandwidth

‘4 fringes (rms).15-500 kllz is = 2 X 10 The sampling rate i- 1 or 4 MHz, ●nd

the ●nalog bandwidth IS DC-500 kHz. ‘fha fntorfarometric phaaa $, (on chord )

la di8itally
i

filtarad with a high-pass transmission T(u) = l-e-(uluco) ,

giving the high-pasa phana O,.

3, Non-P@riodic Density Fluctuatlonm

Digitall~filtar@d pham data from the tiight-chord array is usad to compute

●n enrembla-averaged. timvdelayed covarianca betwaen vertical chords at major

radii Rj ●nd Rkf

to+tmv-
P(Rj, Rk, ‘t] ‘~~.l’to $j(tn)~(tn + At)dtn . (1)

Hare F? la the number of conoecutivo, ldantical dif~chargern bging used in the

avaraga, tav 1s the ●veraging time within a diecharp,e, and tn is the time

th~ ntn di~charae,variable within In tho ccrralatlon to follow, N - 14

shots, ●nd tav - 1.6 ms. Becauoa Lhe dfcturbancaa rapidly dacay am thay

propagate, m graph ●IIIply of P(R,, Rk, At) v~r~u~ At Suppreas,a the

~ropagation effccco. A ● ore convenient way to ●xamine propagation is to

computo tho ranormalized correlation:

C~t(Rj, Rk) =P(R,, Rk, At)/p(Rj, Rk, At”) . (2)

Hers At* is tha delay which DZXimiSC the covariance for ●mparmtlon

AR - ~j-Rk.
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Fig. 1. Rtinormalizad correlation [tee Eq. (2)] versum time dalay
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Fig. 2. Intarferometric phas. vero~s tim~ durins an M - 1 burst.
pmrametar (R-RO) in cm is noted for ●ach ●i8nal.
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r “ Figure 1 shows C~t(RjP~) for Rj-Ro = 12.4 cm and for Rk - Rj-AR. (The

filter cutoff is Wco M 1 x 1G5S-1). The increasing breadth (in At) of the

correlations for larger separation (AR) forms the baeie for determining a

pr~. !ation speed. Further analyeia3~6 determines a majo~radial speed

VR = . 2 X 106cm/@, which has been shown to be most likely caused by sound

waves near the field-reversal surface of the pinch.6

4. Quasi-Periodic Density Fluctuations

The observed qua-i-periodic fluctuations arc exclusively m - 0 or m - 1S

The m - 1 oocillat?.ons have not been observed to propagate a quarter of the

major perimeter (RA$ = 1.8 m). Instead, m - 1 quaat-perlcc!lc omcj.llatione

frequently occur eimultaneoumly at both the eight-chord arrfiy and the

supplementary chord, but with different frequencies, 00 that the disturbances

can not be coherent -11 the way around the torus. A radial magnetic field

probe’ In the llne~shell interepac~ near the eight-chord array indicatea that

the ❑ - 1 oscillations are primarily in_aut (along R) linear perturbation,

that is, actually a coherent aum of m = il. A typical ❑ = 1 burst la shown in

Fig. 2. The diaturbancea are strongest at R-RO = -12.4 cm and ‘16.5 cm (and

out of phaae) and are leaa ●violent at smaller impact parameter, an expected

for m- 1.

The observed m - 0 oscillation similarly fail to cohere over RA41- 1.8 m,

●xcept during the laot - 2 me of the discharge. In this stage, thfl m - 0

features begin to preceme toroidally [opposite to 1$) at a ●pe+d

V$ ❑ 0.7-1.2 x 107cm/o. In the final : 1 mm of the discharge, the precastiion

ia ob~e~v~d to become resonant; that 1s, V$IO - 2wR, ●o that ● resonant n = i,

m - 0 mod~ ia uchi~v~d. It i~ not yet clear vhetha~ the pinch termination and

the m = O oscillation-s enhanced toroidml coharanca are related causally.
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